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Last season ended some time ago. Looking back it was a very good summer. Nothing really bad happened.
No rainy weeks. Not even weeks witch seems to be too hot. But we did see and experience some great new
things! Fun, laughter and joy were with us every single day.

Next season (2014)
After all these years we won’t change prices for next season. For sure we won’t get more expensive and we
will do our upmost best to put more value into the money spend. Like every year we will make sure new
items will be introduced without an extra price tag. Keep an eye at our newsletters (or website
www.proholland.com ) to know more about them.

Camping experience
One of our new ideas we came up with is to add a camping experience to our ‘one and only Dutch
motorcycle experience’. Next to sleeping in a hotel, a B&B, on the water or in an inn, this will be a new
experience for our guests. Above all it will be a great opportunity to display our famous Dutch cosiness.
The thing is: we are not sure how basic we will offer this sleeping arrangement to the ones traveling together
with us. Nowadays camping can be as luxury as visiting a luxury hotel. It can be back to basic as well. Tell
us what you like most. Send us an e-mail: info@proholland.com

Crew
After a good race a race driver thanks his crew for the fine motorcycle they build for him to win the race.
Following this tradition we want to thank all people who have served us, helped us and/or supported us
during the summer season. Great job!

Dutch for crew

‘Worthless’ fun part.
Having no more hot news at this moment we will finish this update like we always do. Telling something
which has nothing to do with driving a motorcycle. This time it is also totally worthless to know, but that’s
what’s making it even more fun.
Once there was a Dutch police officer who ordered French fries using his mobile phone. Fearing they got
cold he uses the siren of his police car…….. it was the end of his job!
Every year 5 Dutch people are struck by lightning………
Although being the most dense country in the world we still manage to have 417.000 empty houses.
We have 11 atomic bombs stored in the Netherlands although we don’t own a single one and officially the
aren’t any atomic bombs at Dutch soil…….. So no-one knows if they are still here or not ……

Also Dutch! Google: giant rubber duck…….
In average we are the tallest people in the world: men 184 cm and women 170 cm.
All over the world about 44.000.000 speak Dutch.
‘Smith’ is the most common family name in the USA, ‘Chang’ worldwide and ‘de Jong’ in the Netherlands.

The first highway in the Netherlands opened in May 1937
Our National banner: red-white-blue. Red = the people. White = the church. Blue = the aristocracy. Our very
first flag was orange-white-blue but somewhere in the beginning of the 17th century the orange was changed
into red. In 1937 (!!!!) the ‘new’ colours where finally announce the official colours of the Netherlands.
One more, the last one: 1-1-2002 our gilder was change into the euro. Ten years later 1.000.000.000 coins
are still somewhere……. and by now worthless.

Have fun!
Kyle Hoekstra
Olst the Netherlands
0031649935484
Info@proholland.com / www.proholland.com

NB: if you aren’t interested please let us know and we’ll stop the e-mail

